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1. ~STROIXXTION 
In a recent paper [I] I considered, from an abstract point of view, a 
multiparameter eigenvalue problem, the results of which had applications 
to systems of ordinary differential equations of the type discussed by 
Faicrman [2]. More specifically, the system has the form 
.. -- -- -- ;- 4,(x,) yr(x,.) -L i hpurs(xr) y&J =-: 0, d*y.,.(x,) 
dx,.’ 
Y-=1 
a, 5~: x, ::< 6,. , qr E C([a, , b,.]) and real valued, ars E C([a, , b,]) and real 
valued, and A,3 complex parameters, subject to the definiteness condition 
and boundary conditions 
det{a,,(x,)} > 0 
y,(q) cos cq. -L yr’(aT) sin cfr 0, 0 < 0~~ S< 7r, (21 
Y,(h) cm Br +- yr’(b,.) sin /3r = 0, 0 < pr <: 7r, r, s = I ) 2,.. .) 12. (3) 
The analysis of this system as presented in these two papers depends 
essentially on the finiteness of the intervals [ur, b,]. The aim of this paper 
is to investigate the system when some (or all) of the variables x, are allowed 
to range over a half line [a,, zoo). 
2. FIJNCTI~M 0F I~ocux~ ~‘ARIATIOS 
We give here results concerning real valued functions of bounded variation 
in R real variables which will bc needed in later considerations. 
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For 01 = (01~ ,..., 01&, j3 = (#3r ,..., ,k$J E R” with /$ > 01,.  r = l,..., K, [a, /3] 
will denote the interval in Rk given by {(x1 ,..., xk) 1 ar < x, < ,& , Y = I,..., k} 
while I = [c, d] will denote any subinterval of [(y., @] with “sides” parallel 
to those of [01, j?]. A subdivision (r of [a, /3] consists of a finite number of 
intervals having at most sides and vertices in common and whose union 
is [cx, /?]. Let f(xr ,..., xk) be a real-valued function defined on [a, ,B], Then 
for I = [c, d] we define 
A,f(x, ,..., x,-l , XT,-1 ,..., xlc) =f(xl I..-, x,-l, 4, ++I,..., 4 
-f(xl ,***, x,-, , c, , %+l >*-*> xk) 
for Y = l,..., R and 
A#) = A,A, ... A,$ 
The function f is said to be bounded variation on [A!, p] if &,, 1 A,=(I)/ is 
bounded with respect to subdivisions (J of [01, ,B]. The total variation f over 
[CC, p] is given by 
The function f is said to be positively monotonic on [OI, /3] if A,(l) 3 0 for 
all subintervals I _C [a, @] and negatively monotonic if A,(I) < 0 for all such I. 
We see from (4, Sections 46.3, 46.5; p. 249J that if f is positively monotonic 
it is of bounded variation and V(f, [ol, /3]) = A,([ol, p]), while iff is negatively 
monotonic it is also of bounded variation and V(f, [cx, !I]) = --d,([ol, p]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f be positively monotonic on [01, p] CR” and suppose 
f (x ,..., xP) is zero if 3 such that xi = ai . Then if xi1 ,..., xi, , I < p < k 
are fixed at the values xl1 ,..., xi, respectively, f is positively monotonic in the 
remaining variables. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume x1 ,..., xg to be fixed 
at xl’,..., xg’ and that each xi’ # ai for otherwise f would be zero. Let J 
be a subinterval of [aDfl , @,+r] x *.’ x [ol, , pk]. We are required to show 
that, with respect to j, A,,, 0.1 AJEf(xl’,..., 2,‘) 3 0. 
Let I = [cur , Xl’] x ... x [a, , x,‘] x J. Then since f is positively 
monotonic on [OI, /3], we see that with respect to I, A, ..* 0,f > 0. Now 
A14 ... A,f = A,+% ... AdI ... A,fsince the operators A, commute. Further 
A,f(x, ... x,-~, x~+~ ,..., xk) =f(xl ,..., xpU1, xi, x*+1 ,..., x3 since 
f(xl 3.e.) x~-l , %, > x~+l,..', xk) = 0. 
Continuing thus, we have 
0 < A, ... A,f = A,,, ... Akf(xl’,..., ~a’) 
which is the desired result. 
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\jTe note here that with suitable modifications, the result holds true if 
f is negatively monotonic or if there is some other vertex y of [a, 81 such 
that f(.q ,..., x,J = 0 if EIi such that xi = yi . In such cases, it may be 
necessary to change the conclusion of the lemma to read, ‘f is negatively 
monotonic in the remaining variables,” depending on the original nature 
off and the position of y relative to LX However, the proofs are similar to 
that given above. 
~vIMA 2.2. I-et f be positively monotonic on [01, fl] C b? and suppose 
f(x, ,a*‘% x,) is zero if 3i such that xi = LYE . Then fog each x E [CX, /3] all the 
limits f (s, 1I O,... , xlc f 0) (where meaningful) exist. 
.Proof. We argue by induction on the dimension k. When k -7 I the 
lemma is in effect the well known result that the limits f(~ 5 0) exist for a 
nondecreasing function f of a real variable X. Suppose now that the result 
holds for dimensions 1, 2,..., k -- 1 and let SC’ E [(Y, p). We shall show the 
existence off (xl’ + O,..., x~’ + 0)-the other cases are similar. Consider 
intervals of the type [x’, x]. Since Of is an additive function of intervais 
[4, Sections 45.4, p. 2461 and nonnegative, lim,,,, Af([x’, x]) exists. Further, 
A&x’, x]) =.: f (x1 ,..., x,) + terms where f is cvaluatcd at other vertices of 
[x’, x]. These other vertices of [x’, X] have at least one coordinate fixed at 
some xi’. For example, if we consider the vertex (x1’, X, ,..., x,), the previous 
lemma and our inductive hypothesis show that limL_iz~f(xl’r -f2 ,..., x~:> exists. 
Similarly the limits of the other terms exist and so lim,,,,f(~) also exists, 
i.e., f (x,’ T 0 ,..., xk’ -,- 0) exists. 
Again we note that this result holds true if f is negatively monotonic or 
if there is some other vertex y of [a, p] such that f (x, ,..., xk) .- 0 if 3i 
such that si Yi . 
We define the oscillation off at the point x E [CY, /3] by 
Here, as usuai, I denotes a subinterval of [CL, /3]. 
LXMMA 2.3. Let f be as in the previous two lemmas. Then the discontinuities 
off lie on a countable collection of (k -- I) dimensional hyperplanes parallel 
to the coordinate axes. 
Proof. Since f(x) has limits for each x E [cq /3] provided approach to x 
is restricted to orthands, it follows from the Cauchy condition for con- 
vergence that for each x E [(Y, /3] and for a given E > 0 there exists a k- 
dimensional sphere with x as center such that if X’ is interior to this sphere 
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but not on the (k - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes through x parallel to the 
coordinate axes, then w(f, x’) < E. [ol, ,8] being compact, a finite number 
of these spheres cover it. If the centers of these covering spheres are x(p), 
p = 1, 2,..., P, it follows that if x’ is not on any of the (k - 1)-dimensional 
hyperplanes through the x(p) and parallel to the coordinate axes, then 
zu(f, x’) < E. Thus, the points of [cy., /3] for which w(f, x) > E lie on this 
finite collection of (K - l)-dimensional hyperplanes. By setting E = l/m, 
we obtain a method for counting the hyperplanes on which the discon- 
tinuities off lie. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Helly Theorem). Let fn(x), n = 1,2,... be a sequence of 
positively monotonic functions on [OI, p] such that fn(xl ,..., x3 is xero $3; such 
that xi = ala . Suppose there is apositive constant K such that V(fI , [01, #I]) < K 
for each n. Then there is a subsequence fnm of fn such that lirnm+,, fn,(x) exists 
for all x E [ol, ,8]. The limit function f is positively monotonic and f (x1 ,..., xk) 
is zero if 3i such that xi = ai . 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension k. In the case k = 1, 
our theorem is a special case of the usual Helly theorem for sequences 
of nondecreasing functions of a real variable, (see [3] pa 44). Suppose now 
that the result holds for dimensions 1,2,..., k - 1. 
Let 2 = (9, x2,...} be a countable subset of [w., /?I with the properties 
(i) 2 is dense in [01, j3], 
(ii) if E is any p-dimensional face of [01, fl], 0 < p < k - 1, then 
E n Z is dense in E in the relative topology on E. 
From the properties of the functions fm we have 
Thus the double sequence fn(xc), xq E 2, satisfies the conditions of Helly’s 
Selection Theorem [3, p. 441, and so there is a subsequence such that 
f(x) = limnz+ao fnm(x) exists for all x E 2. If (xi ,..., xk) is such that Eli with 
xi = zi , we may definef(x) = 0 (for in this case each fa(x) = 0). Thus so 
far we have a subsequence fnm converging to a limit f on 2 where 
2’ = 2 u {(x1 )...) x/J 1 3i with xi = ai}. 
It is clear that if we consider subintervals I of [ol, /3] whose vertices are 
in Z’, then d,(I) > 0. An argument similar to that of Lemma 2.1 shows that 
if xi1 ,..., xi, are fixed at xi1 ,..., .xi, respectively, 1 < p < k, then f(x) is 
positively monotonic in the remammg variables (subject of course to x E 2’). 
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If y is any point in [OL, p] then all the limits of f(x) as x approaches 
(yr X O,..., yk d- 0) through the set 2’ exist. The proof is similar to that 
of Lemma 2.2 and we sketch its details. When k == 1, the result is trivial. 
Suppose the result holds for dimensions 1, 2,..., K - I. Let x z [OL, /I). We 
shall show that as y approaches (xi 7- O,..., xii -A-- 0) through Z’, f(y) has 
a limit. Select z E Z such that zi < xi , i -7 1, 2,..., Iz. That such a z exists 
follows readily from the properties of Z’. LVc now consider intervals of 
the type [a,-~] and proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 shows that these limits through orthands will 
coincide for all x E [(Y, 81 with the exception of a collection of points lying 
on a countable family H, , II, ,... of (k - I)-dimensional hyperplancs parallel 
to the coordinate axes. Thus we may now extend .f to [o(, /3] - UT=, fij. 
Let x be a point in this set. WC need to show lim,,_, ,fFJ.u) 7 J(X). If x L 7, 
there is nothing to prove. Ifx $ Z’, for each q = 1, 2 ,... let Y, y” E Z’ be such 
that ~‘L(I 2: xi , ziq 1 xi , y;l c< xi and yiQ r xi , i :- 1, 2 ,..., k. Again the 
propertics of Z’ cnsurc the existence of the points z”,y”. ‘I-hen since 
[CY, y”] C_ [a, x] C. [a, z”] we have 
for each nl and 4. Letting nz -. r cc gives 
Note that f is continuous at x’, so taking the limit as 4 + x gives 
and hence 
IVc now have f,t, -*f on [01, /3] .-- uy=, lIi . On lli , wc see from our 
lemmas and the inductive hypothesis that there is a subsequence jnt,,, of 
f% converging to a limit (say f) on 11, . By the same argument, there is 
a subsequence fn,,, of fn,, converging to a limit (Ydy f) on N, and II, _ 
Continuing in this way we see that the sequence f,,, a subscqucncc of 
the sequence f,-converges to a limit, f, for all x E [r, ,B]. It is obvious 
that the limit function has the properties described in the last part of the 
theorem. This completes the proof. 
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We note that as with the previous results this theorem remains valid if 
there is some other vertex y of [a, ,8] such that each fn(xl ,..., xk) = 0 if 
si with xi = y$ . 
A function f(x) is said to be left continuous if for each x = (xi ,..., ‘1~~~) 
E1~O+,...,E~~O+ f@l - El >**-T xk - Ek) = f(% T*.*Y xk)a lim 
If f is positively monotonic on [ol, /3] it is possible to develop a theory 
of integration with respect to the additive function of intervals d,(1). We write 
such integrals as Jlti,B~ g(z) df(x). This theory is discussed in detail in [4, 
Chap. VII, pp. 242-311-J. When f is left continuous, the measure of the half 
open internal [c, d)-obtained by evaluating lEa,s] x[~,~)(x) #(x)-coincides 
with dA[c, d)) [4, Section 47.5, p. 2541. 
Finally in this section we state 
THEOREM 2.2. Let fm be a sequence of positively monotonic functions on 
[ol, /3] with p oin wise t limit the positively monotonic function f. Then if g(x) is 
continuous on [cd, /3], 
Proof. Note that the sequence V(fiL , [ol, ,8]) = O,([cz, /3]) is bounded, 
being convergent to A,([,, /3]). Further, for any subinterval I C [L-X, /I], 
A, (1) -+ d,(I). The result now follows from [5, Section 4.5, Theorem 3, 
p. “721. 
3. KNOWN RESULTS 
We now restate the results of [l and 21 in a form more suited to our present 
purposes. 
An eigenvalue h = (hi ,.,., X,) and eigenfunction l-I~=,fr(xr) for the 
problem (l)-(3) is a k-tuple of complex numbers and functions fr(x,), 
Y = 1, 2,..., k satisfying the system (1) and boundary conditions (2), (3). 
It has been shown in [l and 21 that the eigenvalues consist of real k-tuples 
and that the eigenfunctions are complete in Lz(Ik) with respect to the weight 
function ] A I(X) = det{a,,(x,)}; -Ik is the Cartesian product of the 
intervals [al. , b,], Y = l,..., k. Note that in [2] certain differentiability 
conditions were placed on the functions qr , ars , r, s = l,..., K but that in 
[I] these were relaxed to the continuity conditions stated in (1). 
Let 9)JxT , X, ,..., X,), Y = l,..,, k be the solutions of the system (1) 
satisfying 
q+‘(a,) = -cos ol, , Y = 1, 2 ,..., h, 
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for all (A r ,..., A,). WTe shall put ~(x, A) =. nfL-, y,.(x,. , A, ,..., A,). Then if 
&, Q&(X,.  A”‘) is the ! A \( X )- normalized eigenfunction corresponding to 
the eigenvaluc A”‘, there exists a constant y(X”) :,I 0 such that 
Now the completeness result states that for f(x) ELM 
= ; I y(Am)j2 1 j, 1 A if cp(x, P) dx /: 
For an interval J C I?‘: whose closure is [c, d] we define Q(j) =. Cm 1 y(@)l’ 
where the summation is extended over those indices m for which Am E [c, d). 
The number of terms in this summation is finite since it was shown in [I] 
that the eigenvalues have no finite point of accumulation. Then 9 is a non- 
negative function of intervals and so by [4, Section 45.5, p. 2461 there is 
a positively monotonic function p(X) defined on Rk such that for any interval 
JC R”, Q(J) = d,(I). WC also have that p is left cominuous and p(X) -y= 0 
if any of the numbers A, ,..., A, is zero. It is clear that integration of a function 
f with respect to p is equivalent to summation of the sequence with respect 
to the weight sequence 1 y(hm)!2. 
For a given f(x) fL2(1,) we define 
(uf)(t) yTS, i A IW.f(4 dxy t) dx. 
Then we may now write the Parseval equality as 
j 
4 
I A i(x) / f(4l” dx L- j, I(VM2 449 
We have rewritten the function p as pb to display the fact that this analysis is 
relevant to IL = )(f=, [a, , b,]. Our problem is to keep the point a =.-: (a, ,..., a,J 
fixed and vary b =z (b, ,..., bk) by letting some (or all) of the b, tend to 
infinity. 
We note in passing here, that a standard argument shows that the spaces 
L2(1,, r) where for E E In:, y(E) = SE I A I(X) dx, and L2(pb) are unitarily 
equivalent under the mapping f + Cf described above. 
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4. A LIMITIKG SPECTRAI. FUNCTION 
LEMI.\IA 4. I. Let T > 0 be given. Then there exists a,’ > a,. , Y = l,..., k 
and E > 0 such that 
J I A i(x) ~(x, t) dx 2 E lU.cl’l 
for It,.; < T,r =-- I,2 ,a**, k. 
Proof. The result is immediate in the case that q(a, t) = &, sin xi(. /t 0 
for then, p)(x, t) being continuous in all variables, we may choose a,.’ > a, so 
that ~(r, t) > 3 nF=, sin 01~ for a,. <. x, < a,,.’ and 1 t, C< 7’, Y I,..., k. 
iVe have then 
J I A :(x)9)(x, t) dx 3 f fi sin CY~ s , A I(x) dx > 0. lO.!C’l f-1 lo.a’l 
The case HF.=, sin z I = 0 can occur by some (or all) of the a, having 
the value rr (recall (or E (0, ~1). Let us suppose, for the sake of definiteness 
that 01~ = r and air $ V, Y = 2, 3 ,..., k. Then we have vl’(al , t) : I for all t. 
Thus WC may select a,’ > a, so that v,‘(xI , t) > 4 for a, < xl < a,‘, 
i t,. :< T. Then p;t(xI , t) > 4.(x1 - a,), a, <: x, .< a,‘, 1 t, :.< T. AS 
before, we choose a?‘,..., ak’ so that 
for a,. :< x,. 1:; a,.‘, Y = 2 ,..., k, 
and j t, 1 < T, r = I,..., k. Then WC have 
1 jA,(x)q+x,t)d.r;z$j sin cy, I A ,(x)(x1 - a,) dx > 0. - [a,n’l r: 2 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists in R” the real valued, nonnegative function D(t) 
such that for each t E R’;, ( p&t)! $4 D(t), independently of b. 
Proof. If any of the numbers t, ,..., t, arc zeros, define D(t) = 0, for in 
this case each pb(t) = 0. Let t = (t ,..., t,.) E R” bc such that 1,. # 0, 
Y =. I, 2,..., k and put T(t) = max{! t, i ,.,., , t, !}, N(t) .= (7’(t) ,..., T(t)) E K’. 
Then T(t) > 0 and so by the previous lemma we may choose a,.‘(t) > a,. , 
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Y = I ,..., k and c(t) > 0 so that Jta,g,I ) A i(x) 9(x, S) dx G: E for s,~ I -:z T, 
Y = I,..., k. Then the Parseval equality for the function x~~,~,~(x) yields 
since pb(t) = 0 if any of the numbers t, ,..., t, are zero. Here, E, n’, 1’ and AT 
represent e(t), a’(t), T(t) and X(t). Note that [0, X] is, strictly speaking, 
only defined if each t, r+ 0. If, for example, t, ;< 0, t, ;? 0, r =. 2 ,..., k, 
we interpret [0, t] to mean {(s, ,..., SJ ; 1, < sr < 0,O << s, :, 1, , Y :. 2 ,..., K}. 
We now define D(t) by 
f,(t) = ;y&)-. i,, n,(t), !A ‘(X) dx. 
Sotc also that this result is independent of the choice of ,6?, ..., 3,. for the 
boundary conditions at b. 
We now vary the point h .= (b, ,..., bk) by making some or all of the 
b, - cc through a sequence b,“’ say. This will give a scquencc ,I,,~ of positively 
monotonic functions on IF. 
THEOREM 4.1. There is a subsequence of pm converging pointwise to a 
limiting spectral function p. 
Proof. For a positive integer n, let Am 2 (n, n,..., n) E ZP. It follows 
from Lemma 4.2 that 
V(,, ) [-iv, ) Xn]) < 2/‘D(N,). 
Thus by the Helley Theorem we may select a subsequence pIrn of pm con- 
verging to a limit on [-AV, , M,]. Repeating the process we select a sub- 
sequence pzrn of pIrn converging to a limit on [--X2, X.J (and hence on 
[--XI , Xl]). Generally, we obtain a subsequence ptrm of p(n-I)nL converging 
on [-X,, , NJ. Then the subsequence pm, ‘= ppa of pnl converges to a limit p 
at each point of Rk. p is positivclp monotonic and p(t, ,..., tk) :--= 0 if any 
of the numbers t, ,..., t, are zero. 
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5. em LIMITING PARSEVAL EQLXITY 
We concern ourselves now with the Iiilbert space N of functions f(x) 
such that 
s I A i(x) ‘f(x)12 dx < cx: h,hl 
where --CG < a, < 6, .< m, 7 -= 1, 2 ,..., k. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f (x) = I-I:=, f,.(q) E II be such that each ft has absolutely 
continuous jrst derivative, f: E L2(a, , b,) and fr vanishes in a neighborhood 
of x, .= a, and in a neighborhood of x, -= 6, (07 for x,. su$iciently great if 
6, = co). Define 
Fct) = j I A I(4f (4 d-v, t) dx. 
[n.hl 
Then 
Proof, For each 7 = 1, 2 ,.,., k we define 
and g’(x) by the equations 
(T,:f)(x) -:- i a,,(x,) gS(x) = 0, 
.9:-l 
7 = I, 2,. .., k. 
Note that these equations do define the g’ since we assume j A I(X) > 0. 
Let us denote the inverse of the matrix (a,,(x,)) by b,,(x)/l A i(x). Xow 
we have, for p =.= 1, 2 ,..., k, 
s r&b] j A I(x)gfJ(x) 9;(X, t) dx = - j,,,,, 1 A ‘(x) z’*+$$(?f*) +!, t) dx 
= -~ j, bl b,s(x)(T,f)(x) ~(X~ t> dx. (“) a. 
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We note that the function b,,q does not depend on x,$, so using Y(X, t) == 
1$=, T?(x, , t), Fubini’s Th eorem and integration by parts, WC see that the 
quantity (“) equals 
Thus if we USC: the Parscval equality over a finite interval [a, bm] outside 
of which .f vanishes, WC have 
Let K > 0 and denote by II the interval in Rk given by I lr I -C K, Y =..: I,..., 1~. 
Then if t .= (t, ,..., t,,) 4 II, there exists p, I -< p < k, such that i t, ) 1.~ K. 
Hence 
I F(t);’ < bW)!” 
K2 
how we have 
, A I(r) (f(x)12 dx =.. JRk : F(t):’ dp,(l) 
G ‘, i F(Q2 h,<(t) 7 &- j-, F, ! t,F(t)12 &v,(t). 
Thus 
1 j-,, bj ! R i(x) ifW2 dx - j-, 1 F(Q2 dr)&> /1 
c & $, .I-,,,,, j A j(x) ; ,J/“(x):~ dx. 
We now make [n, b”] -p [a, b] through the sequence which makes the spectral 
functions pm converge and use Theorem 2.2. This yields the above inequality 
with p in place of pm . Our result follows by letting K -+ CC. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f E H be arbitrary. Then the integral 
i A ;(x>f (x> dx, t) dx 
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converges in the mea?& in L”(p) to a function F c L2(p) such that 
Proof. I;irstly WC consider the case H-hem f vanishes outside the finite 
interval [a, a’] C [a, b]. Then there is a sequence f n(x) of finite linear com- 
binations of functions of the form n~=,f,.(~r) E H where each fr has absolutely 
continuous first derivative, f: E L2(a,. , b,.) and ji vanishes in a neighborhood 
of x, = a, and in a neighborhood of xl, : a,.‘, and such that 
lim 
s ‘Wrn la.?Jl 
; A !(x) ) f (x) -f “(x)j” dx = 0. 
Defining P(t) -- Jlo.bl 1 A ;(x)f “(x) ~(r, t) dx, WC see from the previous 
lemma extended to finite linear combinations, that 
j, in - Fna(t)‘2 dp(t) = I,,.*, j A (x) fn(x) - f”(X)i” ds 
--f 0 as n, m --z a2. 
Thus the sequence 8’” EL”(P) is Cauchy and so has a limit F EL?(~). From 
the definition of Fn it is clear that 
WC now have 
i [a,bl i A I(x) I f(x)i” dx = I,ifn~ /,,L ~1 I A I(X) 1 fn(X)i2 d~c 
z lim * 
J n+e R* 
I P(t)/2 Q(t) 
--= jRk / W)!2 44th 
thus proving the theorem for this restricted class of functions. 
If f c- Zlr is arbitrary and [a, a’] C [a, h] is a finite interval, 
fU’(x) = f (4 Xra,o’l(4 and 
we define 
P’(t) : j I A4 Wf”‘(4 dx, t) dx. 
IU.bl 
Then from the above argument WC see that if a’: > a,.‘, T : I,.. ,. , k 
jRk I I’“‘(t) - F”‘(t)I” dp(t) = j,. a”l-[u a,, 1 A I(X) If @)I2 dA 
I . 
-+ 0 as a’. a” --F h. 
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Thus the family P converges (as a’ -+ 6) in the mean of IP(p) to a function 
I; E I>(p). I,ctting a’ -+ 6 in 
I A :(x) ,f(.+’ dx :- [ P’(t) 2 dp(t) * [a,a’l . R” 
yields the desired result, i.e., the Parseval equality holds for arbitrary f~ N. 
I,ITc conclude by giving an “expansion theorem” for arbitrary ,f~ II. 
‘~IlEORE\I 5.2. Let f F H and I: E IJz(p) its transform as dejned in the 
precious theorem. Then the integral 
converges in the mean in I1 to f. 
Prooj. It is clear from the ystcm of Eqs. (I) that the functions 
q,.(z+ , t, ,..., 13, r 1: I ,..., k are real when t, ,..., t, are real. Further, for 
f, g c: II with transforms F, G {I 1.2(p), the identit! 
together with the Parseval equality gives 
Rc are given f E H with transform F E:L~(~). For A = : [c, d) a finite sub- 
interval of H”, define 
f&) = j/‘(t) TJ(~> t) dp(t). 
Let g CI II with transform G EL*(~) be such that g(x) vanishes outside some 
finite subinterval [a, a’] C [a, 61. Then 
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Thus if we put -A = R” - A, 
G j WA I F(t)!’ 444 jRk I GW 440. 
Now 6 is at our disposal, so let us take g(x) =f(x) -fd(x) for x E [a, a’], 
0 otherwise. Then the inequality above gives 
n 
J IU,~‘l 
I A I(4 I f(4 -f&)1* dx G i i WI* d&). 
- NLl 
Here the right hand side is independent of a’, so letting a’ -+ b we obtain 
the same inequality with [a, a’] replaced by [a, b]. The result follows by 
making A --+ R”. 
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